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Abstract
We review our studies examining neural correlates of directed forgetting and executive control in the avian prefrontal cortex. One of the
fundamental forms of executive control is the ability to selectively filter information, retaining that which is critical for the current purposes
and discarding that which is not. In our first experiment, we trained birds on a directed-forgetting version of a delayed matching-to-sample task.
Following a sample stimulus, a bird heard either a remember tone indicating that a memory test would follow, or a forget tone indicating that
no memory test would be given. We found that neural activity in the avian prefrontal cortex increased when the bird was told to remember, and
decreased when the bird was told to forget. Behavioral probe tests confirmed that the animals were forgetting on forget trials.
Although the sustained activation observed on remember trials and the absence of such activation on forget trials could be a code of remembering
and forgetting the sample stimulus, it could also be a code of the possibility of obtaining a reward. To address this issue we conducted a second
study in which we used three cues: remember, forget, and forget–reward. The forget–reward cue instructed the subject to forget the sample yet at the
same time provided a free reward. Neural activity on forget–reward trials matched that on remember trials tentatively indicating that the sustained
activation on remember trials might be a reward code rather than a sample stimulus code. Behavioral probe tests, however, failed to indicate that
the animals were forgetting on forget–reward trials, and hence it still is possible that the sustained activation could be a code for memory of the
sample stimulus.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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That we remember is self evident, yet how remembering
is expressed in the activity of neurons is almost completely
unknown. One possible mechanism that has been proposed is
that of sustained activation [4,9,20]. Sustained activation is best
understood with reference to the delayed matching-to-sample
(DMS) task, a classic test of short-term memory in animals [23].
At the end of an intertrial interval (ITI), a sample stimulus (e.g., a
circle or a line) is presented on the center of three projectors (see
Fig. 1). After the subject makes a response to the sample stimulus, the sample stimulus is turned off for a period of time (delay)
during which memory for the sample stimulus is activated. At
the end of the delay period, both stimuli (circle and line) appear
on the side projectors (comparison). A correct response requires
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the subject to select the comparison stimulus that was the same
as the sample stimulus. In the case of trial n in Fig. 1, the correct
response is to press the circle stimulus, which results in a reward.
Selecting the incorrect stimulus results in punishment, typically
a 30 s to 1 min time-out from playing the DMS game. Following
either reward or punishment there is a brief intertrial interval,
and the next trial begins. A DMS session consists of a number
of such trials with the circle and line stimuli each appearing
equally often as the sample stimulus. The number of times that
the circle and line stimuli appear as the sample stimulus, as well
as the position of circle and line stimuli as comparison stimuli
(e.g., circle-left/line-right or line-left/circle-right), are perfectly
balanced within a session.
Humans, monkeys, rats, and birds can all be taught to play
the DMS task [23]. In order to solve the DMS task, the subject
must engage memory either by remembering the sample stimulus during the delay period (retrospective processing), or by
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remembering, during the delay period, the comparison stimulus
that it needs to respond to (prospective processing). Whether a
retrospective or prospective code is adopted, the animal must
remember some stimulus information, and so the question is:
How is this accomplished by the brain? A number of investigators have found that some neurons in the brain increase their
activity during the delay period, that is, show sustained delay
activation [2,10,25] relative to the intertrial interval period of a
DMS task. Such neurons are referred to as delay neurons, and
because the increased activity occurs during the delay period
when the subject should be remembering the sample stimulus,
it is believed to represent a neural code of the subject remembering the sample stimulus. Examples of three delay neurons
recorded from the brain of a bird playing a DMS task are shown
in Fig. 2 [31]. This figure shows the baseline firing rate of the
neurons during the intertrial interval period when the animal
is not engaging memory, and a sustained activation during the
delay period when memory is required. Activity to the sample
stimulus is not a prerequisite for delay period activity to be seen.
For example, neurons 1 and 3 show an increase in activity when
the sample stimulus (S) is shown, whereas neuron 2 does not, yet
in all three cases there is sustained activation during the delay
period. We will discuss the significance of the sustained activation in the cue period, as well as this figure in general, in a later
section.
Sustained activation has been noted in the brain of humans,
monkeys, rats, and birds, and it is more than likely a universal feature of animals that show memory abilities. It has been

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the sequence of events on two typical DMS
trials. The large circles represent projectors onto which the stimuli, in this case
a circle and a line, are backprojected. In front of each projector is a clear plastic
key that serves as a response mechanism. Note that during both the intertrial
interval (ITI) and the delay period there is nothing displayed on the projectors,
but only in the case of the delay period is the subject engaging memory for the
sample stimulus.

suggested that delay activity represented a neural code of memory [2,10,25], that is, sustained activation is the brain’s way of
remembering the sample stimulus. However, it does not have to
be the case that the sustained activation is a code of the sample stimulus [4]. Indeed, there are other plausible mechanisms
that could account for the increased activation during the delay
period. At the simplest level, the sustained activation may reflect
a general arousal code, for the delay period is close in time to
when a response is required. Alternatively, given that the subject
knows that soon the comparison period will appear and it will
be required to make a selection between two stimuli, the sus-

Fig. 2. Three examples of delay neurons. Neural activity was sampled across the middle 5 s of the 15-s ITI. For the sample stimulus, activity was sampled across
a 300-ms period from 400 ms prior to a keypeck to 100 ms prior to a keypeck. For the cue and delay periods, activity was sampled across their entire 2-s and 3-s
periods, respectively. For further details see [31]. Note the sustained activation seen in the cue and delay periods. The dots represent rasters and the binwidth is 50 ms.
To the left is the neural activity on remember trials, whereas to the right is the neural activity on forget trials. Note that on forget trials the sustained activation is
abolished. ITI: intertrial interval; S: sample stimulus. Reprinted from [31].
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tained activation could simply reflect an increased attentional
state directed at the spatial location where the stimuli might be
presented [21]. Finally, the sustained activation might indicate
the fact that, assuming the subject makes a correct response, a
reward is forthcoming. With respect to reward, at the very least
the sustained activation in the delay period may signal that the
opportunity to obtain a reward is imminent.
In some cases, simpler explanations of the sustained activity in the delay period, such as it reflecting general arousal, or
even it being an attentional code or a reward code, can be discounted. For example, there are many situations where neurons
show sustained activation in the delay period after only one of
the sample stimuli used in the DMS task and not the other [2].
Such findings make it difficult to account for the sustained activation in terms of some arousal code, attentional code, or reward
code, because equal arousal and attention ought to be dedicated
following both stimuli and, likewise, both stimuli are predictive
of the possibility of reward. Yet such selective delay neurons do
fit with the idea that the sustained activation represents a sample
code, because just as we know that some neurons in the brain
code for one color and not another, so too would we expect
there to be neurons that are differentially involved in the memory of different colors, especially given that seeing a stimulus
activates the same cortical regions as remembering a stimulus
[7].

mates is that it is densely innervated by midbrain dopaminergic
fibers, and the same is true for the NCL [5,15].
This is not to say that there are no anatomical differences
between the PFC and the NCL, for that would be unlikely given
at least 300 million years of independent evolution. For example, in primates, the mediodorsal (MD) nucleus of the thalamus
projects to the PFC [11]. In birds, the main thalamic projection
to the NCL is the nucleus dorsolateralis posterior thalami (DLP)
[36]. Unfortunately, the afferent and efferent connections of the
DLP are not entirely consistent with the afferent and efferent
connections of the MD [3]. Nevertheless, recent research suggests that despite the differences in connectional patterns, the
DLP may serve the same function as the MD [13].
There is also considerable behavioral/lesion data to suggest
that the consequences of damage to the PFC and NCL are similar.
For example, damage to the NCL and PFC result in impairments
on delayed alternation and pattern-reversal tasks while having
little or no effect on simultaneous visual discriminations and
basic sensory processes [8,13,16,26]. In addition, blockade of
D1 receptors in NCL and PFC both cause impairments on tasks
sensitive to PFC and NCL damage [14,15]. In short, while not
a homologue of the PFC, the NCL is clearly an analogue of the
PFC.

1. The prefrontal cortex and executive control of
behavior in primates

Perhaps the most elegant example of executive control is
the ability to selectively filter information, retaining that which
is necessary and discarding that which is not [34]. Rose and
Colombo [31] examined whether neurons in the avian NCL
also engaged in selective filtering of information. Pigeons were
trained on a directed-forgetting version of a DMS task in which
following the sample period was a cue period during which either
a high-frequency tone (HT) or low-frequency tone (LT) was
played (Fig. 3, left and center panels). The cues instructed the
animal to either remember or forget the sample stimulus that it
had just seen. The HT was the remember cue, and indicated that
after the delay period the birds would be shown two comparison
stimuli and required to peck the one they had seen previously
as the sample stimulus to obtain a reward (remember trial). The
LT was the forget cue, and indicated that after the delay period
the trial would effectively end (forget trial). Thus, the remember
cue instructed the subject that it had better remember the sample stimulus because it was going to be given a memory test,
whereas the forget cue instructed the subject that it did not need
to remember the sample stimulus because no memory test was
forthcoming. Within a session there were an equal number of
remember and forget trials.
We recorded from 124 NCL neurons. Of these, 83 were classified as delay neurons in that they showed sustained activation
during the delay period on remember trials. By sustained activation we mean that they fired significantly more during the delay
period than during the baseline intertrial interval period. Of these
83 memory neurons, the majority (76%) showed sustained activation on remember trials and no sustained activation on forget
trials. Examples of three memory neurons whose activity was
modulated by the remember and forget cues is shown in Fig. 2.

Damage to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of primates causes
impairments in both working memory and executive control
abilities, that is, processes that operate on working memory.
In humans, the PFC is activated under conditions that require
working memory [24] or executive control [34]. In nonhuman
primates, PFC neurons show sustained activation during the
delay period of DMS tasks [9]. In addition, evidence that PFC
neurons are modulated by attentional demands [28] and encode
abstract rules [35] has been taken as evidence that the nonhuman
primate PFC is also involved in executive control.
2. The avian NCL: analogue of PFC?
The nidopallium caudolaterale (NCL) [36] is a multimodal
telencephalic region situated in the posterior pallium of birds.
Divac and coworkers [5,26] were the first to suggest that the
avian NCL, what they called the postero-dorsolateral neostriatum, might correspond to the mammalian PFC. Since that time,
considerable anatomical and behavioral evidence has led to the
current view that although the NCL and PFC are not homologous
structures, they are analogous structures [14,15]. Anatomically,
both the PFC and NCL are the main integrative areas of the
brain, ideally situated to serve the function of executive control
by translating sensory information into action. Both have very
similar input and output connections. For example, both receive
projections from modality-specific secondary visual, auditory,
and somatosensory areas, and both project to motor and limbic
areas of the brain [18,19]. One of the features of the PFC in pri-

3. Neural correlates of executive control in birds
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Fig. 3. Sequence of events on remember (left panel), forget (center panel) and forget–reward (right panel) trials. The circle and line are the stimuli used on the DMS
task. HT, LT, and MT, refer to a high-frequency (remember), low-frequency (forget), and middle frequency (forget–reward) cue. In [31], only remember and forget
trials were used. In the second study, all three trial types were used.

For each of these three neurons the remember cue was followed
by an increase in activity that persisted throughout the cue and
delay periods. In contrast, the forget cue triggered a drop in
activity to baseline (intertrial interval) levels, and this drop persisted throughout the cue and delay periods. In short, following
instructions to remember the sample stimulus, the cells exhibited sustained activation throughout the cue and delay periods,
whereas following instructions to forget the sample stimulus,
the sustained activation was abolished.
The modulation of neural activity by remember and forget
cues was not only seen at the level of individual neurons, but also
seen across the entire population of delay neurons that we sampled (Fig. 4A). For ease of exposition we only present the data
for excitatory neurons, although the effect we describe was also
statistically present for inhibitory neurons. (The terms “excitatory” and “inhibitory” generally refer to neuroanatomical classes
of neurons, and their effects on another neuron. Thus, an “excitatory” neuron is one that increases the firing rate of another
neuron. In the current manuscript, however, “excitatory” and

Fig. 4. (A) Performance across the population of 61 excitatory delay cells from
the Rose and Colombo [31] study. To account for differences in firing rates
across the neurons, each neuron’s firing rate was normalized against its baseline
activity. The timescales are the same as described in Fig. 2. The dashed vertical
lines separate the different periods of the DMS task. (B) Performance on the
behavioral probe test sessions. The horizontal line indicates chance levels of
performance. ITI: intertrial interval; S: sample stimulus period; R: performance
on remember trials during the probe test; F(p): performance on the forget-probe
trials during the probe test.

“inhibitory” neurons refer to neurons that show an increase and
decrease, respectively, in activity during the delay period relative
to the intertrial interval period). On average, the cells increased
their firing rate when the subject was presented with the sample
stimulus. The cells maintained a high-firing rate while the cue to
remember was played (solid line) and continued to fire at a high
rate during the delay period when the animal was remembering
the sample stimulus. In contrast, these same cells decreased their
firing rate after the cue to forget was played (dotted line), and the
decreased firing rate was maintained throughout the remainder
of the cue period and all of the delay period.
4. Behavioral evidence of forgetting
The forget cue directs the subject to forget the sample stimulus because it predicts the absence of a memory test. If we do
not test the subject’s memory after the forget cue, then how is it
possible to know that the subject has indeed forgotten the sample stimulus? We tested this issue by occasionally presenting
the subject with forget-probe trials. In a forget-probe trial, the
subject is presented with the forget cue, but then, against its prediction, the comparison stimuli appear. Such forget-probe trials
must be presented very rarely to the subject, otherwise the ability
of the forget cue to predict the absence of a memory test would
be jeopardized. The performance on the forget-probe trials and
on the remember trials is shown in Fig. 4B. Overall, performance
on the forget-probes was 43% correct, a value that did not differ
from chance. In contrast, performance on remember trials was
79% correct, a value that was significantly above chance. Thus,
the remember and forget cues do seem to be directing the subject
to remember and forget the sample stimulus, respectively.
5. What does sustained activation on remember trials
represent?
Rose and Colombo [31] showed that when birds are told
to remember, there was sustained activation during the delay
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period, and when they are told to forget, the sustained activation
during the delay period was abolished. To date, this is convincing evidence that the delay period sustained activation is a code
for the subject remembering the sample stimulus. We also recognize that the sustained activation may represent a prospective
code of the comparison stimulus that needs to be responded to
[29]. In our procedure, in which the sample stimulus is repeated
as one of the comparison stimuli, whether the subject engaged
retrospective processing and remembers the sample stimulus, or
prospective processing and remembers the correct comparison
stimulus to be responded to, they are effectively remembering
the same stimulus. Thus while we recognize that a prospective
code is possible, for ease of exposition we only discuss the delay
activity in terms of a retrospective code of the sample stimulus.
Unfortunately, our experiment does not distinguish one other
possibility for the sustained delay activation on remember trials, that is, that the increased activity may merely represent a
neural code for the fact that a reward is possible. Recall that the
remember cue tells the subject to remember the sample stimulus,
but it also tells the subject that a reward is available if a correct
response is made. Likewise, the forget cue tells the subject to
forget the sample stimulus, but it also tells the subject that no
reward is forthcoming. Thus the increased activity on remember
trials and the decreased activity on forget trials could represent
the subject remembering and forgetting the sample stimulus, but
it could also represent the subject anticipating that a reward is
possible and that no reward is possible. We are simply not able
to untangle these two possibilities.
In an effort to address the above issues we conducted a second
experiment with two new birds. For the most part, the procedure
of the second experiment was similar to that of the first experiment. The differences were as follows: in addition to the standard
remember and forget cues, the second experiment also used a
third, forget–reward cue (Fig. 3, right panel). The forget–reward
cue consists of a medium-frequency tone (MT; 2750 Hz) easily
distinguishable from the HT (5000 Hz) and LT (500 Hz) not only
on the basis of frequency, but also on the basis that, unlike the HT
and LT, the MT was pulsed on and off (.5 s on and .5 s off resulting in five on–off periods during its 2-s presentation). Like the LT
on forget trials, the MT on forget–reward trials also instructs the
subject to forget the sample stimulus, that is, on forget–reward
trials there is no memory test after the delay period. However,
unlike the LT on forget trials, the MT on forget–reward trials
also tells the subject that a free reward will be delivered at the
end of the delay period. As in the first experiment, we tested the
subjects’ memory of the sample stimulus following the forget
and forget–reward cues by occasionally delivering probe trials
in which the forget and forget–reward cues were followed by a
comparison period.
Our hypothesis was as follows: if the increased activity of
delay neurons represents a code of the sample stimulus, then we
should see increased activity in the delay period on remember
trials, and a decrease in activity on forget and forget–reward
trials. On the other hand, if the delay activity represents a code
of the possibility of obtaining a reward, then we should see
an increase in activity in the delay period on remember and
forget–reward trials, and a decrease in activity on forget trials.
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Fig. 5. (A) Performance across the population of 16 excitatory delay cells in the
second study. To account for differences in firing rates across the neurons, each
neuron’s firing rate was normalized against its baseline activity. The timescales
are the same as described in Fig. 2. The dashed vertical lines separate the different periods of the DMS task. (B) Performance on the behavioral probe test
sessions. The horizontal line indicates chance levels of performance. ITI: intertrial interval; S: sample stimulus; R: performance on remember trials during the
probe test; F(p): performance on the forget-probe trials during the probe test;
Fr(p): performance on forget–reward probe trials during the probe test.

We recorded from 126 NCL neurons. Of these, 81 (64.3%)
were classified as delay neurons, that is, they showed an increase
in activity during the delay period on remember trials. The results
from this second study are shown in Fig. 5A. Although the data
are more variable than that reported in Fig. 4A, a fact likely
due to a smaller number of excitatory delay neurons encountered, the pattern across the two birds was consistent. Again,
for ease of exposition we only present the data from excitatory neurons (neurons that show an increase in activity during
the delay period), although the effect we describe is also statistically present for inhibitory neurons (neurons that show a
decrease in activity during the delay period). We conducted a
two-way analyses of variance with condition (3: remember, forget, and forget–reward) and bins (100 and 60 in the intertrial
interval and delay periods, respectively) as factors, with repeated
measures over both condition and bins. The main effect of condition was significant for the delay period, F(2, 34) = 5.50, p < .05
period, but not for the ITI period (p = .80). For the delay activity,
paired t-tests based on the average values of the delay activity
revealed a significant difference in activity between the remember and forget conditions, t(17) = 3.53, p < .01, and between the
forget–reward and forget conditions, t(17) = 2.13, p < .05, but not
between the remember and forget–reward conditions (p = .87).
In other words, activity on the forget–reward trials mirrored that
on the remember trials.
The sustained delay activity on the forget–reward trials
clearly maps onto the sustained delay activity on the remember trials. This would suggest that the sustained activity is a
code of the reward rather than a code of the sample stimulus.
But for this to be the case one other condition has to be met,
that is, the animals should be forgetting on forget–reward trials. If the animals are forgetting on forget–reward trials and the
forget–reward activity maps onto the remember activity, then the
sustained delay activity must clearly be a code of the upcoming reward. The reason is that given that the neural activity of
forget–reward and remember trials is very similar, we must look
for a dimension on which these trials are also similar. They are
not similar on the basis of memory for the sample stimulus,
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because one tells the subject to remember and the other tells
the subject to forget. But they are similar on the basis of the
reward because both remember and forget–reward trials instruct
the subject that a reward is at least possible. Once again, the key
is how they perform on the behavioral probe tests.
The data for the behavioral probe tests is shown in Fig. 5B.
Once again, performance on the forget-probe trials was not different from chance. More importantly, the performance on the
forget–reward probe trials mirrored performance on remember
trials. In other words, contrary to the fact that the forget–reward
cue was a cue to forget the sample stimulus, the animals were
not forgetting the sample stimulus. As such, it is not possible to
conclude whether the sustained activation is a code of the sample
or a code of the reward. The only way we could have come to
this conclusion is if the birds had shown evidence of forgetting
on forget–reward trials, and they did not.
6. Future directions
At present we are left with only indirect means of assessing whether the sustained activation reflects either a sample
code or a reward code. For example, there is considerable evidence that the neural activity of PFC neurons is modulated by
the magnitude, preference, or certainty of a reward [22,27,37].
Likewise, neural correlates of magnitude and preference of
rewards have also been noted in the avian brain [17,38]. With
respect to the issue of certainty, the certainty of reward following forget–reward trials (100%) is surely greater than following
a remember trial, where performance averaged around 85–90%
correct. Yet the neural data were such that the level of neural activity following forget–reward trials was identical to that
following remember trials. This would not be predicted if the
certainty of a reward has an effect on neural activity. However,
if both the remember and forget–reward trials were invoking
rehearsal mechanisms, then you would predict similar levels of
neural activity. Thus one could interpret the similar levels of
neural activity as evidence, albeit indirect, that the sustained
activation represents a code of the sample stimulus. Unfortunately, these indirect means are interesting to pursue, but they
do not provide us with definitive answers. The key for future
studies is to find ways to present free rewards yet at the same
time ensure that the forget cue functions in its intended role
[12].
Earlier we argued that selective delay activity, that is, delay
activity that occurs after one sample stimulus and not the other,
rules out simple nonmemorial explanations of delay activity. It is
interesting to wonder whether selective neurons might be coding
for the sample stimulus, whereas the nonselective neurons might
be coding for the reward. If this is the case, we might expect
that for the selective neurons, which hypothetically code for
the sample stimulus, the forget–reward activity would map onto
the forget activity, whereas for the nonselective neurons, which
hypothetically code for the reward, the forget–reward activity
would map onto the remember trials. Unfortunately we found
no evidence for a differential pattern of mapping between selective and nonselective neurons; in both cases the forget–reward
activity mapped onto the remember activity.

Just as one can categorize delay units on the basis of whether
they are selective or nonselective, units can also be categorized
on the basis of the pattern of delay activity they exhibit. Delay
units have been shown to exhibit, across the delay period, either
slow increasing (ramping) activity, slow decreasing (decaying)
activity, or consistent (stable) activity [33]. In both the Rose
and Colombo [31] study and the second study we noticed all
three of these types of activity in our NCL neurons, although
in contrast to Shafi et al. [33], who found that ramping activity
was more common in PFC, we found that stable activity was
more common in NCL. It must be kept in mind that Shafi et al.’s
[33] findings are based on two PFC studies, both conducted with
monkeys and in the same laboratory. The extent to which our
findings of a greater number of stable delay cells in NCL reflect
an avian peculiarity, or subtle procedural differences between
the two laboratories, is still unclear. That said, Shafi et al. [33]
have highlighted an important issue that there may be different
types of delay cells and these different delay cells may each be
involved in coding different aspects of the task, such as memory
for the sample and memory for upcoming reward.
Another issue concerns the fact that there is a difference in
the burden on memory between directed-forgetting tasks used in
humans and those used with nonhuman subjects [39]. In the case
of humans tested on a directed-forgetting task [1], a list of stimuli
are presented, each followed by either a remember or a forget
cue. Because the list is typically long, there is a premium on
memory allocation, and as a result the remember and forget cues
are used to allow access into memory that information which is
relevant, and to prevent access into memory that information
which is not. In other words, the remember and forget cues can
actually be used to relieve the load on memory, and it appears
that this is exactly what humans do. In the case of the DMS tasks
used in most studies of directed forgetting in pigeons, however,
there is only one cue to remember (or forget). Increasing the list
of items to remember may place a sufficient burden on memory
to encourage the animals to utilize the remember and forget
cues for their intended purpose [30]. Such studies are currently
underway.
A final issue concerns the role of dopamine in working memory, and our observation that it was not possible to determine
whether the sustained activation in the delay period represents
a sample code or a reward code. According to Durstewitz et al.
[6], dopamine functions to maintain the stability of the sustained
activation in the delay period. Given that reward-predictive stimuli activate midbrain dopaminergic neurons and cause a release
of dopamine in the PFC [32], and given that the remember and
the forget–reward cues act as predictors of a reward, it is very
likely that they cause dopamine release in the NCL. In contrast,
the forget cue, which predicts the absence of a reward, should
not cause a release of dopamine. If dopamine contributes to the
stability of delay activity, the mere fact that the forget–reward
cue predicts a reward might cause the maintenance of sample
related activity and in turn stabilize delay activity and working
memory for the sample. In other words, the mechanism underlying executive control of what to maintain in working memory
might be very closely tied to the expectation of a reward. This
close tie between reward prediction and delay activity might
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explain the experimental difficulties in untangling whether the
delay period sustained activation is a code of the sample or a
code of the reward.
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